Carfreefree Ascent XL with Weather Slat

Step 1: Put the slide out and remove the full front cover with the #10 Screw on the upper outside of the end cap
on each side. Lower the cover to expose the roller tube.

Step 2: With two 2” cotter pins secure the spring tension in the roller tubes on both ends. There is a little hole in
the black plastic in between the metal roller tube and the hardware the is pressed in and secured by the end caps.

Step 3: Pull the screw that secures the hardware inside the end cap on both sides.

Step 4: Remove the end cap on one side. (the side you will be pulling the fabric out of) These will be the
remaining 2 screws left in the end cap.

Step 5: With a person on both ends pull the now loose roller tube out and lay it flat on top of the slide out roof
with the fabric completely unrolled.

Step 6: Remove the bottom screw from the weather slat and loosen the top screw on the side you will be
removing the fabric and lower the end piece.

Step 7: With a person on the other end holding the roller tube begin to pull out the fabric from the roller tube and
the weather slat at the same time.
Step 8: Be sure to prep the insertion points for the new fabric by filing down and rough areas of entry and be sure
to use silicon on both the roller tube and the weather slat channel to ease entry. While one person guides the
fabric in the weather slat and the roller tube have the other person on top of the roof of the slide out pulling the
fabric across until the fabric is centered on the roller tube.
Step 9: Reinstall the roller tube and the loose end cap to secure it into place. Be sure the 2 screws are secure on
the end caps before removing your hands. Don’t forget to reinstall the inside secure screw and washer to ensure
the hardware resting inside the end cap is secure.
Step 10: Remove the cotter pins from the roller tube on each side and let the extra fabric roll up around the roller
tube.
Step 11: Run your slide in and out to center the weather slat and confirm everything is in the correct position and
rolling up correctly. Replace the screw in the end piece of the weather slat and replace the metal cover over the
roller tube.
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